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Abstract 
For a century, hypothesis of a variable time is laid down by the Relativity Theory. This hypothesis 
can explain many Nature observations, experiments and formulas, for example the Lorentz factor 
demonstration. Because of such good explanations, the hypothesis of a variable time has been 
validated. Nevertheless, it remains some paradoxes and some predictions which are difficult to 
measure, as a reversible time or the time variation itself. The purpose of this article is to study an-
other hypothesis. If it gives interesting results, it would mean that this alternative hypothesis can 
also be validated. The idea in this paper is to replace the variable time by a variable inertial mass. 
To the difference with the Theory of Relativity (where the inertial mass and the gravitational mass 
are equal and variable), the gravitational mass is here supposed to be constant. So, starting from 
the definition of the kinetic energy, it is introduced the Lorentz factor. And then it is demonstrated 
the value of the Lorentz factor thanks to a variable inertial mass. This variable inertial mass can 
also explain experiments, like Bertozzi experiment. If this alternative demonstration was vali-
dated, it could help to open doors, other physical effects could be explained like the addition of 
velocities. 
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1. Introduction 
“They’re cheering us both, you because nobody understands you, and me because everybody understands me” 
would have told Chaplin to Einstein. 

To try after all to understand some bases of the Relativity Theory, we can read Einstein’s book: “La relativité” 
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[1]. An important step is the demonstration of the Lorentz factor: 

( ) 2 21 1v v cγ = −                                     (1) 

where this Lorentz factor come from, and why is it so important? 
Let us have a short historic. 
In 1851, trying to prove the existence of aether, Fizeau found a rule to add the velocity, and gave an important 

place of the ratio v c , with c  the light celerity in vacuum and v  the light velocity in the medium. 
In 1862, Maxwell introduced the constant C  in his equations. 
In 1881, Michelson tried to prove the existence of aether, without success. 
In 1892, to explain this failure, Lorentz introduce the contraction of the length from a factor 2 21 1 .v c−  
In 1902, Poincaré wrote there was no absolute space and no absolute time. 
In 1902, Abraham and Kaufmann announced the apparent mass of electron increase with motion. 
In 1904, Lorentz did calculations with a dilatation of time and an increase of mass in motion. 
In 1905, Einstein published the first part of the Theory of the Relativity, demonstrating the Lorentz factor, the 

rule of addition of velocities, and many other physical points. 
In 1915, Einstein published in a memory the second part of the Theory of Relativity where the inertial mass 

was equal to the gravitational mass. 
It is because the use of the Lorentz factor can help to explain many experiments and Nature observations that 

it is so important. And this demonstration of Lorentz factor is based on a variable time. 
We will try here to demonstrate the Lorentz factor without using a variable time. 
In the historical account of Lorentz factor here before, scientists of the previous century did three kinds of 

hypotheses: 
• a variation of length with motion; 
• a variation of time with motion; 
• a variation of mass with motion. 

In the Theory of Relativity, demonstration of Lorentz factor is based on the first two hypotheses (the variation 
of mass was an indirect consequence). In present work, we take the hypothesis of a variation of the inertial mass 
with motion, but with a constant gravitational mass. The originality of this work is we will not use any variation 
of time or of length, (in the Newtonian mechanics, there is not either variation of time and of length). If this 
demonstration is acceptable, then it will be shown how to explain some experiments: Bertozzi, Michelson and 
Morley, Fizeau. 

2. Context and Definitions 
2.1. The Time 
According to the Theory of Relativity, time is variable from one inertial reference frame to another. However, 
there is no “direct” measure of any such phenomenon. And a reversal of time, an “imaginary” time, a dilatation 
or a contraction of time—all of them are only explanations of experiments, and not direct measures of these 
phenomena. And they create a serious difficulty: Relativity Theory has variable time, while Quantum Mechanics 
has an invariable time; but there is only a single physical world. Two opposite theories on one topic, i.e. time, 
make an incoherent situation in Physics. 

In Newtonian theory, and in modern Quantum Mechanics, time is “universal”, meaning that it is the same in 
all frames of reference. That hypothesis of a universal time is taken in the present article too. 

2.2. The Length 
In Newtonian theory, space has three dimensions and these dimensions are constant whatever the reference 
frame can be. In Relativity theory, the space (called space-time) has four dimensions including time, and these 
dimensions are variable according to the reference frame. In particular, the length of the space is decreasing with 
the velocity, i.e. with the kinetic energy. It is always a bit surprising because when calorific energy is added to a 
body, its length is increasing. 

Anyway, in present article, the space is constant as it can be in Newtonian mechanics. 
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2.3. The Masses 
a) The word “mass” is used to describe two different physical effects [2]: 

• One mass measures the ability to generate gravitational attraction; it is a static mass, called “gravitational 
mass”, gm ; 

• Another mass measures the resistance to the modification of movement; it is a dynamic mass, called “inertial 
mass”, im . 

b) In Newtonian Mechanics, 

constantg im m= =                                   (2) 

c) In Relativity Theory [3], 

( )G gm v mγ= ⋅                                     (3) 

with ( )vγ  being the Lorentz factor [5] of Equation (1). 
And Gm  the mass in motion, 
And gm  the motionless mass. 
And it is postulated in Relativity Theory [1] that inertial mass and gravitational mass are equal. 
d) The mass hypothesis of this article is: 

• Gravitational mass is the same in all reference frames, as it is in Newton’s mechanics. 
• Inertial mass is variable, growing with the kinetic energy, or the velocity, of the object. So inertial mass is 

really different from gravitational mass: g im m≠ . 
Let ( )G v  be a function such that 

( ) ( )i gm v G v m= ⋅                                   (4) 

with 

( )0 1G v = =                                     (5) 

which means that when the body is motionless, 

( )0i gm v m= =                                    (6) 

2.4. The Celerity of Light 
In the Theory of Relativity, there are two meanings for the symbol c: 
• c =  speed of light, wave or photon, and 
• c =  constant asymptotic value of the speed v of any body of any mass in any reference frame. 

In this present essay, c is the speed of light, but c is not the constant asymptotic value of the speed v of any 
massive body. So another variable s is defined here as the asymptotic value of speed v. To further distinguish the 
two concepts, c is called “celerity” (of light), and s is called (asymptotic) “speed” [4]. 

In the Earth frame, the light celerity in vacuum is measured as 1 1299,792,458 m s 0.2 m sc − −= ⋅ ± ⋅ . So it can  
be imagined that s is equal, for example, to ( )91 0.5 10c −+ × ; i.e.: 

   with   s c s c≈ >                                   (7) 

2.5. Comparison of Hypotheses 
Let us sum up the different hypotheses of the three theories in Chart 1. 

Present hypothesis will be called “VIM” for Variable Inertial Mass. 

3. Demonstration of the Lorentz Factor 
3.1. Definitions and Usual Properties 
Some definitions or properties are usual: 
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Chart 1. Comparison of hypotheses. 

Hypotheses Newton Relativity VIM 

Space Constant Variable Constant 

Time Universal Variable Universal 

Gravitational mass constantgm =  ( ) variableG gm v mγ ==  constantgm =  

Inertial mass constanti gm m= =  variablei Gm m= =  ( ) variablei gm G v m ==  

Speed limit None Light celerity c Asymptote s 

 
The velocity, or speed, is 

d dv l t=                                      (8) 

The impulse, or linear momentum, is 

ip m v= ⋅                                      (9) 

The force, or strength, is 
d dF p t=                                    (10) 

The work done over a length dl  is 

d dW F l= ⋅                                   (11) 

The kinetic energy is the energy of the body less the energy of the body motionless (with v  velocity of the 
body): 

( ) ( )0kE E v E= −                                (12) 

3.2. Additional Hypotheses 
A so famous equation links the Energy of a body to its Mass: 

2E m c= ⋅                                    (13) 

It is not specified if it is the gravitational mass or the inertial mass because in Relativity Theory, the two 
masses are equal. 

We can note that this equation does not request a variable time or a variable length; it could also be written, 
using the fact light is an electromagnetic phenomenon: 

0 0 Em ε µ⋅ ⋅=                                  (14) 

with 0ε  the electrical constant. 
And 0µ  the magnetically constant. 
In this paper, we have distinguished the values of the inertial mass from the gravitational mass, and the light 

celerity from the asymptotic speed. So we will do the hypothesis that the Energy of the body is linked to the in-
ertial mass by: 

2
iE m s= ⋅                                    (15) 

3.3. Demonstration 
Let us start with Equation (4): ( ) ( ) .i gm v G v m= ⋅  

By definition [cf Equation (12)] the kinetic energy is the energy of a body without its energy motionless: 

( ) ( )2 20k g gE G v m s G m s= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅                          (16) 
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Due to the equivalence of different forms of energy, some work can be transformed into a variation of kinetic 
energy: 

d d kW E=                                           (17) 

( ) 2d d 1 gF l G m s ⋅ = −                                 (18) 

( )2d d d 1
d g
p l m s G
t
⋅ = −                                 (19) 

( ) 2d d d
d i gm v l m s G
t

⋅ =                                 (20) 

( ) 2dd d
dg g
lGm v m s G
t

⋅ =                                (21) 

( ) 2dd d d
dg g

lm v G G v m s G
t

⋅ + ⋅ =                          (22) 

By definition of the velocity [cf Equation (8)]: d dv l t=  

( )2 2d dG v v s v G⋅ ⋅ = −                                 (23) 

( )2

2 2

2 d1 d
2 1

v s v G
Gv s

−−  =  − 
                               (24) 

( ) ( )2 21 2 ln 1 lnv s G− − =                              (25) 

( ) 2 21 1G v v c= −                                 (26) 

The inertial factor G  is nothing else than the Lorentz factor γ  [of Equation (1)]. To demonstrate Lorentz 
factor value, a variable time has not been necessary considering a variable inertial mass instead! 

3.4. Reciprocal Demonstration 
Still without using a variable time, let us calculate Lorentz factor and then the Total Energy: 

Let us start by an obvious equality: 

( ) ( )2 2
g gm m=                                      (27) 

Introducing v  and s , with v s<  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22 2 2 21 g g gv s m m v s m− ⋅ = − ⋅                            (28) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2

1 1
1 1g g gm m m v s

v s v s
= −

− −
                       (29) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 24 4 2 2 4
2 2 2 2

1 1
1 1g g gm s m s m v s s

v s v s
⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅

− −
              (30) 

22
22 2

2 2 2 2

1 1

1 1
g g gm s m s m v s

v s v s

    
    ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅     − −    

             (30) 

This equation is well-known in Relativity Theory to be the norm of the quadri-vector (of course with c  in-
stead of s ). 
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So, using the symbol of Lorentz factor, previous Equation (30) can be written: 

( ) ( )( ) 22 22 2
g g gv m s m s v m v sγ γ    ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅                         (31) 

or 

[ ] [ ] ( ) 222
0E E p v s= + ⋅                                 (32) 

with 

( ) ( ) g ip v v m v m vγ= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅                                     (33) 

2
0 gE m s= ⋅  (motionless energy)                              (34) 

( ) 2 ²g iE v m s m sγ= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅  (the famous formula)                   (35) 

All these expressions have been demonstrated without using a variable time, only considering a variable iner-
tial mass. 

3.5. Application 
Then we can calculate the increase of inertial mass in function of speed, as shown in Figure 1. 

For example, the fastest man-made object ever built, the spacecraft Helios 2, reached 250,000 km/h [5], or 70 
km/s, or 0.00023 c. At this velocity, its inertial mass increased of 0.01 g out of 270 kg, or 0.000006%, which is 
still very difficult to detect. 

4. Some Experiments Explained without Using a Variable Time 
4.1. Experiments v.s. Nature Observations 
Proofs of Relativity are often given with Nature observations. For example, because the life length of muonis 
different according whether it is motionless or not, it is said it is an indirect proof of time variation. But we can 
have another interpretation. It is not because the time of a reaction is different according to the temperature that 
we will conclude to the time variation. More generally, the trouble with the Nature observation is we cannot 
change the parameters. So this article will check only experiments, and not Nature observations. 
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Figure 1. Inertial mass as a function of speed. 
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4.2. Bertozzi’s Experiment 
The Lorentz factor γ  has already been characterized experimentally. In the Bertozzi’s experiment [6] of 1964, 
a large voltage difference applied to an electrical charge, such as an electron, causes velocity to increase asymp-
totically up to a limit, close to the light celerity. Then with the ratio 

( )2
k gX E m c= ⋅                                     (36) 

we can correlate [see Figure 2] experimental results with the function: 

( )2

11
1

v
c X
= −

+
                                    (37) 

Function which is equivalent to 

2 2

1 1
1

X
v c

= −
−

                                   (38) 

or 

( ) 21k gE v m cγ= − ⋅                                    (39) 

The difference between Bertozzi’s experiment results and the hereafter curve of ( )vγ  is of a few percent. 
We can note the law level of accuracy, and that the experimental results appear to be lower than the expected 

theoretical curve! The traditional explanation is not that the theoretical curve would be incorrect, but that “the 
heat produced by some electrons hitting the aluminum disc was measured by calorimetry in order to directly 
obtain their kinetic energy—those results agreed with the expected energy within 10% error margin.” [7] 

4.3. Michelson and Morley’s Experiment 
The Michelson and Morley experiment [8] [9] is also given as a proof of the Theory of Relativity. This experi-
ment was done to prove the existence (or not) of aether. If aether exists, the velocity of light along one path 
should be different than that along a perpendicular path. No evidence of such difference emerged, so, this expe-
riment served to prove that aether did not exist. 

 

 

0 5 10 15 25 20 30 
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k gx E m c=  

( )
1 221 1v c x − = − +   
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Figure 2. Bertozzi’s experiment: velocity increases asymptotically to a limit. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calorimetry
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Since the duality wave-particle theory (this theory did not exist in Michelson’s era), it is accepted than the 
light can spread in vacuum (i.e. without aether). So photons running the same distance with the same velocity 
can be explained simply within Newton’s mechanics; Michelson and Morley experiment can be explained 
without a variable time. 

4.4. Fizeau’s Experiment 
Trying also to prove the existence of aether, Fizeau did the first experiment with light and water in motion [10]. 
He found a rule to add the velocities which clearly invalid the Newtonian law of velocity addition. If the expres-
sion of Fizeau rule is different, the results will be extremely closed to the predictions of the Relativity Theory; 
so Fizeau experiment has been given by Einstein as a proof of the Theory of Relativity. 

Next step in this essay would be to try to demonstrate or to find a law of addition of velocities without using a 
variable time… 

5. Conclusions 
The purpose of this article was to demonstrate the Lorentz factor without using a variable time. Whereas New-
tonian mechanics and Relativity Theory agree on the equality of the inertial mass with the gravitational mass, it 
is here taken the hypothesis of their difference. Abraham and Kaufmann, and then Bertozzi, have already in their 
experiment established the increase of inertial mass with the velocity. The originality of this article is to suppose 
a constant gravitational mass when inertial mass increases. 

The Lorentz factor is introduced with the link between the kinetic energy and the inertial mass. Then some 
definition and properties of the velocity, the impulse, the strength, the work and the kinetic energy are applied to 
very small variations by calculus. By this way, Lorentz factor can be demonstrated. 

If there is no error in the equations, this would give coherence between the time of the traditional mechanics 
and the time of the Quantum Mechanics. 

Mainly, it would open alternative explanations to experiments and Nature observations. Next step will be to 
demonstrate the addition of velocities without using a variable time. 
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